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ABSTRACT

Our Third Ear aims to create a multi-sensory experience by fusing sight, touch,
and sound. By creating a means of physically feeling music, listeners can
connect with songs, bands, and individual musicians on a profoundly personal
level.
The potential for unintended applications like learning to play an
instrument, broadening the understanding of music for people with hearing
impairments, or providing a means of therapy are also exciting prospects.
The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the process involved in creating a multisensory experience of music from concept to prototype. The culmination of
interdisciplinary research and a broad range of creative technologies resulting in a
working system. The multi-sensory experience consists of primarily tactile, but
also visual responses triggered by music and executed in conjunction with aural
music. Tactile investigation involved varied tactile sensations such as vibration,
temperature, pressure, proprioception, and touch. Further research questioned
the practicality, feasibility, and psychological impacts of using such sensations as
well as where on the body such sensations would optimally be received. Visual
research involved the visual representation of notes, chords, and sounds, as well
as, how music could directly affect visuals in a real time environment. Additional
research explored active interaction and passive interaction of visual cues using
human computer interfaces.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
It began with music. Notes began to flicker into existence from the darkness like
snowflakes drifting from the sky and my body began to feel the cool touch of notes as they
fell to rest on my shoulders. A soft breeze of visible wind blew past me with cartoon like
swirls as the low res synths panned from left to right. The fireflies in the vast grasslands in
front of me illuminated like distant explosions as the crickets played the tempo clicks of the
hi hat. My feet began to shake as the earth rumbled to a rhythmic tempo and I fell to my
back to feel the bass across my body. I was swayed to the beat by the grass as it lifted me
up and down like the swells of the ocean and the sky illuminated with clouded lightning as if
Zeus were smithing bolts just out of sight. I felt the static in the air as the hairs on my arm
stood on end and the music grew like a building wave. I felt the music.
Our Third Ear is an immersive musical experience inspired by the natural
phenomena, Synesthesia; the crossing of senses whereby a sense relating to the body is
stimulated by another sense. It was this study’s goal to create a system capable of
translating music into a tactile experience and explore other means of sensing music. By
exercising tactile sensitivity, the body can feel more clearly thus creating a higher resolution
of perception. Three years of research and development is covered within this document
acting as the record of innovation and process of creation for Our Third Ear.

Chapter 2 : Conceptualization & Introduction to
Synesthesia
Our Third Ear was an intangible idea acting as food for thought without any real
means of manifestation when my graduate career started. In the absence of a tangible
launching point, I began my research by discussing the idea with my peers in abstract and
vague constructs. We gave the idea the working title Body Glove. Body Glove was a full
body hug of sound made of air, accented with lights, sound waves, floatation, warm
feelings, and was completely unrealistic. However, an attempt to articulate the types of
sensations that might be worth exploring was progress. It was during these conversations
that the term synesthesia came up and became my launching point.
Synesthesia is a neurological phenomenon in which stimulation of one sensory or
cognitive pathway leads to automatic, involuntary experiences in a second sensory or
cognitive pathway.[1] Any person that experiences synesthesia is considered a synesthete.
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The synesthete’s reported additional perception was initially considered bogus but was
accepted as a genuine sensorineural phenomenon in the late 1980’s. Its prevalence varies
from 1:20,000 to 1:23 people depending on the form of synesthesia with color synesthesia
(i.e. grapheme) acting as the most common form. Grapheme’s might convert words,
musical notes, days, weeks, and even months into color automatically. Other rarer forms
consist of touch and taste synesthesia. For example, Mirror-touch Synesthesia activates a
tactile sensation in a synesthete’s body when someone within sight is touched.
Unfortunately, or fortunately, it is not a deeply researched topic since it does not affect a
synesthete’s daily life in a negative way. [2] One of the most fascinating reports of
synesthesia comes from an Englishman by the name of Daniel Tammet. He has said that
each positive integer up to 10,000 has its own unique shape, color, texture and feel. The
incredible part is that when combining the shapes representing numbers in mathematical
formulas, the shapes that result correspond to the correct answer. He holds the European
record for reciting pi from memory to 22,514 digits by commentating on the scrolling
images and landscape that appeared in his mind. [3]
Though synesthesia is not detrimental to synesthetes, the principal of synesthesia
has inspired some researchers to utilize the concept of mixed senses to help those with
other impairments. For blind people, BrainPort, technology sold by Wicab Inc, converts the
pixels in a video camera image to an array of electrodes placed on the tongue. Eventually
the brain adapts to the complex stimuli giving the blind user a version of sight useful
enough to navigate and interact with their surroundings. [4]
Enhancing Musical Experience for the Hearing-impaired using Visual and Haptic
Displays by Suranga Nanayakkara[5] explored the benefits tactile and visual cues had on
patients with hearing impairments when played in conjunction to music. Investigated
methods included bone conduction, visualizing music, fingertip vibrations, and vibrating
floors while the executed project focused heavily on contact speakers (a.k.a. tactile
transducers) and flat panel speakers placed strategically on the hands, feet, and central
spine of an IKEA chair. The incorporation of visual cues varied from colored Musical
Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) notes scrolling from right to left, captured lip and facial
movement, as well as gestures from a band conductor. Their Haptic Chair resulted in
overwhelmingly positive feedback from the subjects prompting further study into its actual
effectiveness versus the novelty of the item. Additional tests proved its continued appeal
and effectiveness for participants over time after novelty had worn off.
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Chapter 3 : Visualizing Notes as Patterns
RESEARCH
After researching applied synesthetic design and its benefits, I began exploring its
qualities to enhance my own understanding of music theory. As a visual learner, I was
inspired by the color and shape association of graphemes and Daniel Tammet’s
coalescence of numerical forms to solve complex mathematical problems to create a
means of visualizing notes as recognizable patterns. By
incorporating this goal into my final Motion Graphics and
Typography class project, I was able to develop the idea over
the length of my first semester while learning how to display it in
video format.
The visual quality of notes and their relationship to color
go back to 1704 when Newton made correlations between the
wavelengths of light and sound in his book Opticks of 1704 [6]
However, the interpretation of sound and color relationships
since has continued to vary greatly from person to person:
Figure 1. Newton’s color circle

Scriabin's theory was that each note in the octave could be associated with a specific color,
and in Prometheus, the Poem of Fire, he wrote the colors and music to match.

!
Figure 2. Scriabin’s Theory

The Rosicrucian Order based their theories on intonation alone and suggests that
note names, frequencies, and colors should be:

!
Figure 3. Rosicrucian Order

Charles Fourier in Theorie de I'Unite Universelle 1846 states the connection
between colors, note names and metals to be:

!
Figure 4. Fourier Order
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Even synesthetes vary in their own interpretations of sound. "l only knew that
numbers seemed naturally to have colors: five is blue, two is green, three is red... And
music has colors too; the key of C# minor is a sharp, tangy yellow, F major is a warm
brown..."[7] Laure Rossar sees D♭ as periwinkle, E♭ as turquoise, F as green, and F# as
yellow-green.
Pitch, the “highness” and “lowness” of a sound, is also interpreted in multiple ways. Jones
and Nevil (2005) mapped high notes to small shapes and low notes to large shapes as well
as high notes being vertically higher and low notes being lower on screen. [5] Amplitude, or
loudness of sound, was mapped to the brightness of the visual object by Marks (1974) [5]
PROCESS
The inconsistencies between historical musical color relations make 1:1
interpretation of sound difficult to justify but also lends itself to new and open interpretation
of note visualization. Having the freedom to explore my own interpretations of patterns and
notes, I began to test different shapes as notes and compare the unique chord patterns
derived from stacked note shapes.

Figure 5. Notes As Patterns Iterations 1-8
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Figure 6. Notes As Patterns Iterations 9-16

Figure 7. Notes As Patterns Final Iterations
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I settled on the shape and pattern I would use as the foundation of the notes at
iteration #15. The cyclical nature of the pattern would allow for stacked octaves to display
the same pointing direction while the tree like rings would indicate the octave number. The
smallest inner ring representing the high pitch of a note. I then began to explore color
association. I initially began with an RYB (Red, Yellow, Blue) color wheel. Again, I was drawn
towards the cyclical nature of the wheel compared to the linear nature of the spectrum of
color. In addition, the UV and infrared spectrums to not lend themselves to sight. I then
chose to move toward the RGB (Red, Green, Blue) color wheel, because when all the
colors are combined in an RYB spectrum, the resulting color is black. However, when all the
colors are combined in RGB, the color is white. The absence of sound is silent nothing like
the absence of light is dark nothing. Using the same logic, the combination of sound is like
the culmination of light. The placement of the notes
correspond to the chromatic scale, and the location of C
is at the top as a way of relating to the Middle C. The
amplitude of the notes can be represented either by the
size of the shape or by how bright the notes appears.
The next evolution of the pattern has established a
middle ground from which the higher and lower octaves
pertain to. Here the Middle C is the middle circle the
lines “flock” towards. This shape accounts for 11
octaves. The smaller thin circles represent higher pitch
while the larger think circles represent lower pitch.
Figure 8. C shape Iterations #20
IMPLEMENTATION
The following semester, I again, took advantage of the opportunity to apply my
graduate research toward my final Advanced Art Theories & Processes class project. I
wanted to apply the principles of my patterned notes into an interactive visualizer. The
visuals were first modeled in Maya as 3D forms for future visualizations. The models were
then imported into the Unity3D game engine. Foreiro’s MIDI Unified interface for Unity3D
was used to interpret MIDI input. The models were then assigned to their corresponding
MIDI index numbers and animated when their matching MIDI input was played. The
resulting working beta, Notes As Patterns MIDI Visualizer, works with any OSX compatible
MIDI keyboard. The skills developed in coding, MIDI/Computer communication, and
application of idea were later applied in the development of Our Third Ear.
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Chapter 4 : Sound Reactive & Interactive
Visualizations
After creating the Notes As Patterns MIDI Visualizer,
I was interested in exploring music visualization options
with more variety and seamless integration of visuals. The
Unity3D game engine proved successful however, it
required too much back end development to be useful
when moving forward. I decided to test Processing, a
flexible software sketchbook and a language for learning
how to code within the context of the visual arts. [10] The
semester was spent becoming familiar with the program,
creating visuals and incorporating visual variables driven by
Ableton Live audio and MIDI outputs. The results were
more dynamic sound and MIDI reactive visuals, yet,
despite improved visual variety, the back end development,
again, proved too intensive to be useful when moving
forward. Realizing I did not want to reinvent the wheel but
use what was already available to build from, I was keen to
find a program already built for visuals and learn to navigate
the ins and outs of its features. A semester long class
focused on the visual art form Projection Mapping acted as
a suitable means of exploring this goal. During this time, I
was introduced to three programs: MadMapper, Resolume,
and VDMX5. MadMapper provides a simple and easy tool
for mapping projections. [11] While Resolume and VDMX5
are professional Video Jockey (VJ) softwares developed to
make visualized music unique and easy. My preference
leaned towards VDMX5 and MadMapper over the course
of the semester after creating three pieces incorporating
the two. The first two acted as projects to learn the
programs. The first, a visual display of music on blocks.
The second, used projection mapping to create visual
illusion. The final project, Jacks and Hives, a collaborative
piece created by Liz Liguori and myself became the
cornerstone to the visual aspect of this thesis. The piece

Figure 9. Sound Reactive
Processing Sketch

Figure 10. Projection Mapping
Project 1 - Music on Blocks

Figure 11. Projection Mapping
Project 2 - Visual Illusion
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featured projection mapping techniques on 60 white boxes and 5 sets of mirror sculptures
accented with a plethora of convex mirrors placed in hive formations. Using VDMX5, visuals
produced by Liz Liguori, Beeple[12], and myself were controlled and manipulated via an
APC40 MIDI controller, ported to MadMapper via Syphon, and projected onto the
environment using four projectors.

Figure 12. Projection Mapping
Final Piece - Jacks and Hives

Chapter 5.1 : GuitArduino - Introduction to
Electronics & Hardware
The early version of a light up guitar began the
first semester of my graduate career and resulted in a
semester long project for an Interactive Media class. By
creating a guitar capable of providing visual cues like the
pentatonic scale along the fretboard, a player could
learn to play more easily. Inspired by my own desire for
Figure 13. LED Multiplexing Example
such a product, I began to research the software and
hardware required for such an endeavor and found myself tapping into the world of internet
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forums and maker culture. Maker culture is a
contemporary culture or subculture
representing a technology-based extension of
DIY culture that intersects with hacker culture
(which is less concerned with physical objects
as it focuses on software) and revels in the
creation of new devices as well as tinkering
with existing ones. [8] I began by making an
LED blink with an Arduino microcontroller and
Figure 14. GuitArduino Breadboard Test
continued to learn how to control the blinking
LED with code and hardware. I tested multiple LEDs up to the twelve available outputs on
the Arduino Uno and controlled them with code and a potentiometer. However, needing to
control a lot more LEDs, I searched for a method of expanding the available outputs on the
arduino and learned about multiplexing. A search for, “multiplexing LEDs” on
www.instructables.com results in an almost endless list of lessons. I ordered the suggested
parts, learned to solder, and hoped for the best. Not surprisingly, it failed to work the first,
second, and third time, but it taught me the valuable lesson of perseverance, logical
troubleshooting, and determination. Eventually, I solved the problem and resolved the
issues. There are few highs in the world that match the sense of accomplishment I felt in
that moment. I, however, was not making enough progress in my research or development
to finish the project in time for the end of the
semester. The project began to feel like a fool’s
errand and in the midst of desperate searches for
any help I stumbled upon, to my great elation and
frustration, the holy grail. Andrew Garza graduated
from University of Illinois at Colorado in 2011, two
and a half years prior to this project. His senior
design project: GuitArduino, an LED guitar driven by
an Arduino Uno capable of displaying chords and
scales in the neck of the guitar. [9] Though my idea’s
novelty along with any hopes of patenting it or selling
it were dead, Garza was generous enough to make
his entire process available online. He even
personally helped me by responding to an email
when I was confused about his . I prototyped the
build following his blog’s instruction and eventually
made my own working version.
Figure 15. Completed GuitArduino Replica
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Chapter 5.2 : GuitaRGB - Revision &
Documentation
Despite the success of the
GuitArduino, it did come with its issues. I
was inspired the following summer to
improve upon its shortcomings and made a
point of documenting the process. The initial
process of separating the fretboard from the
neck depended on removing the frets on the
fretboard of the GuitArduino. Reseating the
frets after installing the LED’s into the
fretboard left the strings extremely
susceptible to cross fretting, effectively
making the guitar unplayable. The following
version successfully removed the fretboard
from the neck without removing the frets.

Figure 16. GuitaRGB Guitar Breakdown

The playability of the GuitArduino was
also affected by the adjusted height of the
fretboard due to a balsa wood spacer for wiring
between the fretboard and the neck. By lowering
the neck on the updated version, the action on
the strings was much more natural.

An additional seven frets of LED’s
were incorporated into the fretboard
including a set for the six open strings. The
GuitArduino’s monochromatic LED display
was varied to incorporate the color values
developed for Notes As Patterns. This meant
the guitar would have to be tuned to a
standard tuning for the LED’s to correspond
Figure 17. GuitaRGB Fretboard Removal
to the notes correctly. The incorporation of the RGB LEDs motivated a change from the
GuitArduino name to the new name of GuitaRGB.
The final improvement came with packaging the circuitry of the GuitaRGB into a
removable self contained box, making neck or hardware replacement a less arduous task.
Additionally, the self contained box unit could be safely removed and stored while traveling
with the GuitaRGB.
10

Figure 18. GuitaRGB
LED placements

Figure 19. GuitaRGB
Hardware Container Process

Figure 20. GuitaRGB
Hardware Container Installed

Figure 21. Completed GuitaRGB
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Chapter 6 : ShyCam - Human Computer Interaction
ShyCam is an interactive art
installation featuring a security camera
that prefers avoiding eye contact with
people, reacting with anxious
mannerisms if it does and effectively
failing to do its only job. The project
used Maya to create a 3D model of
the security camera housing. The
model was then 3D printed using
ICAT’s Create Studio MakerBot. The
visual programing software, Max MSP
Jitter, was used for camera facial
recognition and microcontroller
communication. A standard webcam
was fitted to the security camera
housing and connected to the
Figure 22. ShyCam Creation Process Collage
computer via USB. An Arduino microcontroller controlled single axis rotation servos responsible for camera movement. Camera
reaction animations were animated in Maya. A novel pipeline was created and used to
record animation information to a data list compatible with Max. The animation data was
then sent to corresponding servos using Maxuino, an open source max patch capable of
communicating with Arduinos. Seven total animations were recorded and played randomly
when the camera recognized a face.

Figure 23. ShyCam Installation
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Chapter 7.1 : Tactile Synesthesia - Research
During the end of my second year, I had to opportunity to begin developing a system
capable of translating music into tactile sensations for a Creative Computing Studio class.
Before delving into the technical aspects of the project different types of tactile sensations
were researched. Magill’s Medical Guide defines seven tactile sensations: temperature,
pain, touch, pressure, vibrations, tickle, and proprioception. Pain was not considered for
implementation due to complexities involved, ethical concerns, and legal matters.
Temperature, touch, pressure, and tickle were facets worth examining but were not tested,
however, future versions of the system are expected to integrate those features.
Proprioception, the internal sensations relating to how one’s body is situated in space[2] was
also considered. Developing with vibration made the most sense to pursue since sound is
vibration, and if people were going to feel sound, the translation would have a recognizable
relation. Magill’s Medical Guide also defines different forms of sensation. Adaptation is a
decrease in sensitivity to a stimulus over time. Modality is the ability to distinguish one
sensation from another. Projection is the ability to locate precisely the point at which the
stimulus is applied.[2] Acknowledging these principles of touch, there would need to be
numerous points of vibrations on the body to avoid adaptation but deciding how many
points would be influenced by the body’s sense of projection. This led to the discovery of
the cutaneous rabbit illusion. The cutaneous rabbit illusion (also known as cutaneous
saltation and CRE) is a tactile illusion evoked by tapping two or more separate regions of
the skin in rapid succession. The illusion is most readily evoked on regions of the body
surface that have relatively poor spatial acuity, such as the forearm. A rapid sequence of
taps delivered first near the wrist and then near the elbow creates the sensation of
sequential taps hopping up the arm from the wrist towards the elbow, although no physical
stimulus was applied between the two actual stimulus locations.[13]
After having collected a satisfactory amount of information, research into modes of
stimuli began. Vibration motors, at first glance, seemed a logical choice. The cost of motors
was low, power needed was low, and sizes ranged from small to large. I stumbled on an
instructable demonstrating a vibration motor foam speaker, capable of creating audible
pitches bases on its vibration speed. I followed the instructions creating a working replica. I
was disappointed to find that when the foam was removed from the speaker the changes,
that would be audibly distinguishable, were imperceptible tactily. Additional issues were the
impact of the vibrations when representing bass frequencies and the need for MIDI input to
drive the motors. I wanted the system to be reactive to real time music and conversion from
audio frequencies to MIDI information was unattainable at the time. More probing into
similar systems showed the usage of tactile transducers to translate music into tactile
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stimulus. A tactile transducer or "bass shaker" is a device which is made on the principle
that low bass frequencies can be felt as well as heard.[14] Systems like the Klini Sound Wave
Chair, EmotiChair, Haptic Chair (Nanayakkara), Subpac, KOR-FX haptic vest, and InnerSoul
Vibroacoustic Tranquility Liquid Sound Table all make use of tactile transducers. The
overwhelming popularity of the tactile transducer convinced me of its superiority in
translating sound into a tactile sensation. I was also disappointed to find the number of
systems so similar to my own, thus making the novelty of my idea less impressive.
Nonetheless, I was not discouraged and, instead, inspired to stand out from my new
competitors. In much the same way that music color relations have differed from person to
person throughout history, my interpretation and system would be still be valid, and I would
aspire to be even better.

Chapter 7.2 : Haptic Reactive - The Tactile Jockey
The first version of Our Third Ear took the name of Haptic Reactive. The goal was to
create a working prototype capable of translating sound on the body for ICAT day held at
the end of the semester. The prototype used a Zero Gravity Chair because of its portability,
reclining nature, ease of access for tactile transducer placement, and multiple anchor points
allowing for secure placement of tactile transducers. Dayton Audio Puck Transducers were
placed in the headrest, on the central spine, two behind the upper arms, under each thigh,
and two on the feet. Finally, a large 50 W Aura transducer was placed under the seat. The
transducers were attached to a control
board consisting of nine buttons then
connected to a Lepai audio amplifier. The
buttons controlled whether a tactile
transducer was actively playing or not. On
May 2, 2015, ICAT day, participant
listeners sat in the chair and listened to one
of four songs preselected by me through
high definition headphones. Having an in
depth familiarity with the songs and their
progressions, I acted as the interpreter of
music placement, respectively becoming a
Tactile Jockey (TJ). Much of my
interpretations depended on the tempo
and measure of the song, the verse, the
Figure 24. Haptic Reactive
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chorus, the notes being played, and the instrument I was tuning into. The system showed
great promise and positive feedback but would require a better system of playback to show
more people without having to physically interpret songs for every person.

Chapter 7.3 : Haptic Reactive 2.0 - Integrating
Systems
The next iteration of Haptic Reactive aimed to
function without a Tactile Jockey present by adding
the ability to record and playback TJ interpretations on
a Mid 2014 15-inch MacBook Pro running OS X El
Capitan. Using the same methods of storing animation
information for the ShyCam project, I was able to
record APC 40 MIDI button input. By replacing the
manual button controller with relays, the tactile
transducers could be turned on and off by an arduino
acting as a slave to MAX using Maxuino. Thus the
stored MIDI input could be used to control the relays
resulting in a standalone system.
After integrating the computer into the system,
I discovered the abrupt on/off switches of the relay
modules were damaging the tactile transducers. The
solution required converting to an audio interface
capable of ramping the audio signals from a high
volume to low volume over a longer length of time.
The nature of the new system limited the number of
controllable transducers to the number of audio
outputs on the audio interface. The Scarlett Focusrite
18i20, capable of ten audio outputs with the option of
adding ten additional outputs, was chosen for price
and quality.

Figure 25. Haptic Reactive 2.0
MAX Patch

Figure 26. Haptic Reactive 2.0
Hardware Container

Figure 27. Haptic Reactive
Hardware Container Contents
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Chapter 7.4 : Haptic Vest - Variety of Form
Adaptability of the system became the next
hurdle. Wanting a version listeners could move in, I
designed a vest fitted with transducers on the front and
back. By distributing the transducers around the listener,
a more encompassing sense of immersion could be
achieved compared to merely sitting on top of sound.
With the new arrangement, people could move and
dance while feeling the music. In addition, a new system
of distribution was implemented into the main MAX
patch. Using a fundamental frequency estimator, live
sound was interpreted and distributed to the different
tactile transducers based on the estimated fundamental
frequency of the song. Now the computer was capable
Figure 28. Haptic Vest Prototype
of being a Tactile Jockey meaning any song could be
played into the system, a very exciting prospect. Additionally, the incorporation of the audio
interface also added the possibility of instrumental input as well as auxiliary input. Listeners
could choose their own tactile music or feel live musical performances. Other forms of
tactile control were also explored using a Microsoft Kinect and Nintendo Wiimote. For the
Kinect controlled set up, eight speakers were used. Four speakers were placed in a square
formation around the user at waist level. Four more speakers were positioned in the same
way but placed two feet above the user. By including an eight speaker surround sound
environment, the Kinect connected wearer could move their hands in space to move the
aural and tactile music in three dimensions. The Nintendo Wiimote used the same setup
but required the user to maneuver the Wiimote for spatial sound rather than with their
hands. Other iterations tested the use of the Wiimote to control VDMX5 visual effects in
conjunction with the spatial aural and tactile sound but was abandoned because of
software crashing due to the limitations of the MacBook’s processing power. The vest was
also eventually set aside because its reliance on wires limited user’s freedom of movement.
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Chapter 8 : Our Third Ear - A Multi-Sensory
Experience of Sound
The name Our Third Ear is an allusion to the
Hindu concept of a third eye. I am not Hindu nor am I an
opponent or proponent of Hinduism. I have, however,
recognized that during my research and development,
there were relationships between what I was doing and
Hindu modes of thought involving self awareness. By
acknowledging the relations, I was inspired to make
changes to the system I might not otherwise have made
like the spinal placement of transducers. Be that as it
may, my intention is and has been purely to create a
multi-sensory experience of sound.

Figure 29. Our Third Ear Defense Poster

EXPERIENCE
Our Third Ear is a massage table
fitted with tactile transducers covered by a
black sheet standing on a rug in a room
with black walls and a standing lamp in the
corner of the room emitting soft warm light
illuminating the art, plants, and scented
candles that decorate the room. The guest
lies face down with their head in the head
rest and places earbuds in their ears. A
weighty pad is placed on their back
covering the base of their neck to the base
of their spine. They are then left alone in
the room as music begins to play in their
ears and on their back, chest, stomach,
Figure 30. Our Third Ear
and thighs. They feel the bass, midtones, and trebles of the song move throughout their
body independently of each other matching the movement of the melody, the bass, and the
rhythm. When the final song ends it feels like something has been taken away.
17

PIPELINE
The system begins by porting audio input from either a computer’s internal sound
card via Soundflower (2ch) or the Focusrite Scarlett 18i20 line in to Ableton Live. Ableton
Live then distributes the sound to four separate audio tracks outputting equalized audio to
their own channel via Soundflower (64ch). The first channel is untampered with and
eventually plays through to the headphones. The second channel is equalized to cut off all
but the low frequencies. The third cuts off the low and high, while the fourth cuts off all but
the high frequencies. The four channels are then input into a MAX patch. Equalized
channels are run through a frequency estimator and frequency to MIDI converter. The MIDI
values are then divided by six and the remainder determines which tactile transducer plays
sound. They are divided by six because six is half of twelve. Twelve because there are
twelve notes to an octave. In an ideal situation the MIDI value would be divided by twelve
but because the Scarlett 18i20 has only ten audio outputs the next best option is six if
notes with different octaves are to play on the same part of the body. The bass channel is
then sent directly to the audio outputs. The mid and treble channels require further
adjustment since their frequency ranges are not easily felt through tactile transducers.
Sinusoidal oscillators set to bass frequencies are used as tactile representations of the
midrange and treble channels creating the tactile presence of three different frequency
ranges independently moving across the body. Final audio is sent to the audio outputs of
the audio interface. Two audio outputs are sent directly to the headphones while the rest
are sent to amplifiers and then, finally, the transducers.

Chapter 9 : Future Plans
It is my current goal to show Our Third Ear at music festivals, SIGGRAPH,
MakerFaire, and any other venue interested in the project. I aim to build a reputation by
becoming involved in the maker community, and submitting articles to Make magazine.
Having disclosed the system to Virginia Tech Intellectual Properties, I want to develop
marketing strategies and become more familiar with intellectual property protection.
I plan to develop Synesthetic Massage as a form of massage therapy. Synesthetic
Massage combines the human translation of sound onto the body in addition to Our Third
Ear’s translation of sound onto the body. It’s an appealing prospect since humans can
recreate all forms of touch and have a wide range of motion allowing for variable points of
translation.
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Future versions of the system will incorporate varied automatic and manual Tactile
Jockey controls with the option of trigger events like sweeps or individually control
transducers using the APC40 MIDI controller. Small vibration motors using similar hardware
techniques used in GuitaRGB and Haptic Reactive 2.0 version will be added. I want to
incorporate the other forms of touch and expand the number of tactile transducers from six
to twelve for a full body experience. I would like to create hardware capable of ramping
amplifier output to bypass the audio interface and reduce the cost of the system. Creating
such hardware would also allow for multiple users and make commercialization of the
system more practical. Finally, I’d like to explore the advantages or disadvantages sound
reactive visual displays have on the experience.
Long term goals include creating wireless forms of Our Third Ear for vest versions of
the system and creating a phone app capable of running Our Third Ear and connecting to
the vest. I also imagine bringing the system to VIP seating in music venues and
collaborating with musicians to make song files with individual instrument tracks available
for cleaner tactile distribution.
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